See him grow before your eyes!!

Sserpo, the creature who crushed the world!!

He's still growing!! Nothing can stop him! By tomorrow his weight will crush the whole planet!! Earth is doomed!!
SSERPO!

The creature who crushed the Earth!
PROLOGUE: One rainy, wind-tossed night on the California coast a hundred years ago, a voice cried out in despair...

No matter how much I experiment, I cannot discover the missing ingredient which will make my growth serum work!

It is hopeless! Utterly hopeless!!

So, after countless disappointments, the despondent scientist hurled his serum bitterly into the sea!

Without the missing ingredient, my serum is useless! It can make nothing grow! It is a failure!

Silently, the tiny vial splashed into the sea and soon sank out of sight...

Slowly the long years passed, as the silent sea currents carried the discarded vial out across the Pacific... out to the unknown, unplumbed depths of that great ocean...

...where decades later, it caught the attention of a small, strange, lizard-like creature!
The small, serpentine creature, seeking food, seized the vial and drank the serum as it mixed with the water!

Then, within moments, the tiny lizard began to grow...

And grow...

...And grow! For the one ingredient, the growth serum had needed to make it effective was so common place that it had been completely overlooked! That ingredient was—water!!

And thus begins our story!!

My name is Henry Burke! I'm a scientist! I used to specialize in radio astronomy...

For months I've been sending radio waves out into the universe, without results! But I'm not discouraged. One of these days I'll hit the jackpot—I'll make contact with another world!

However, there were those who disapproved of my work! One of them was my wife!

Suppose you do get through to an alien civilization on some distant planet—suppose they're hostile—they might come here and attack us!

Nonsense! We cannot hide from the stars simply because we fear what we'll find out there!

But the objections to my efforts continued...

Contact with other planets? Bah! That's just too far-fetched! It's comic book stuff!

We'll see if you still think so when I finally do establish contact with another world!

While I carried on my work, four thousand miles away a fantastic drama was beginning...

Look, a serpent from bottom of sea—a sserpo! He grows bigger before our eyes! He has magic power! We catch him! He brings us much luck!
Take care! No harm Sserpo... or he grow angry and turn magic against us!

He is sign from gods! Is good omen!

Sserpo will make our land fertile... our crops rich!

He will stave off typhoons!

But by the time they reached the island...

Behold! The creature was not so huge when we caught him!

He has doubled size!

Incredulously, the natives watched the fantastic Sserpo continue to grow with every passing second!

He—he dwarfs our tallest trees!

Scant minutes later...

He is brother to the mountain—and still he grows!

Suddenly...

Aiyeee! The land!! It trembles beneath the weight of Sserpo!

Our very island will sink beneath the sea!

He must grow no more! Let us destroy him!
But by now, the towering Sserpo's fantastic size had made him impervious to spears and arrows.

It is useless! A living mountain cannot be harmed by mere spears and clubs!

The Island is sinking!

To the boats! We must row to safety!

The land -- the vegetation -- all that had moments before been gleaming in the sun, were crushed beneath the incredible weight of the mighty Sserpo!

Head for Kautau Isle!

The Serpent creature! May we never see his accursed form again!

With the island gone, Sserpo's instincts led him in search of another body of land... a larger body of land... land that would not sink beneath his awesome bulk!

B'limy -- there's some kinda sea monster out in the ocean!

He -- it -- it's coming this way!

By the time he reached Australia, Sserpo was almost one thousand feet tall! Every step he took caused trembling throughout the land!

It's a giant from another world!

Run! Run for your life!

He's moving inland! Alert the army -- the air force!!

By some miracle, Sserpo's mighty footsteps missed stepping on any buildings containing life! He seemed unaware of the puny humans below -- they were too small to be of any interest to him!

With one step he could level an entire city street!

We've been lucky so far! He avoids the buildings, as we might avoid stepping on ant hills!

By now, word of the awesome Sserpo was spreading like wildfire throughout the entire world!

They say his head reaches above the clouds!

And he is still growing!! When will he stop?

When?

When?
IT was a hot afternoon, this last one of Jimmy Binn's vacation. He leaned on the boardwalk railing, enviously watching the four lithe, limber, powerful weight lifters and acrobats near the water's edge. No, he thought, he'd never be like them. It was one thing juggling boxes of underwear in the stock room, another juggling husky young giants and doing flips and handstands. "You can lift a ton a day," he thought, "but if it's only a pound at a time, where are you?"

"That's right," he heard a voice to his right, "where are you?"

At first Jimmy didn't look. Some character had merely made a statement that seemed to answer a question Jimmy had asked quietly of himself.

Then he felt the gentle, but urgent nudge of an elbow in his ribs and the repeated query, "Where are you? Tell me."

Jimmy looked close at his neighbor, a little fellow with a doorknob nose and a wide grin. He was broadshouldered and wore a derby, an old droopy bathing suit, maybe thirty years old, and a big patterned necktie. Jimmy laughed. This fellow must be a clown with one of the amusement park concessions.

"I didn't notice you," Jimmy said. "Guess I was busy with my thoughts."

"So busy," the little man nodded, "that your thoughts got to Tooloo... Tooloo's me," he explained. There was a bench nearby and the little man sat down, indicating that Jimmy join him. Jimmy, puzzled by this, sat down. "I'll tell you where you are," the little man closed one eye tight and nudged Jimmy with his elbow. "You're in a state of mind. Know where that is? You're nowhere. I mean that when you want to be someplace, or someone, and you are only what you are, and not happy about it, you are nowhere. The only time you are someplace is when you are where and what you want to be." And as Jimmy started up, the man nudged him with that tricky elbow and grinned, "You want to be strong."

"Sure," Jimmy said, "I eat the proper food, sleep enough hours, take healthful vacations, practice with the weights..." he shook his head sadly. "On others it makes muscles. On me," he opened his hands... "nothing."

The little man nudged Jimmy again. Then he made a fist and held his arm up. "Feel my muscle," he invited. Jimmy did, and his fingers went down to bone. Jimmy grinned wryly, and looked off at the beach Tarzans.

"Watch me now," the little man said, "and don't go away." And Jimmy watched as Tooloo scaled the railing and landed lightly on the sand below. With a jaunty jog he trotted over to the four nimble acrobats and muscle men.

Jimmy kind of liked the little clown, and he got angry fast when the huskiest of the four tumblers out there grabbed Tooloo. Soon the funny figure in the old bathing suit was being tossed back and forth like a medicine ball.

Jimmy, with a feeling of helpless rage leaned over the rail and yelled, "Leave him alone! Cut that out, you guys!" They stopped and looked at thin Jimmy. One of the giants was resting his hand on Tooloo's derby that somehow hadn't become dislodged.

Aggressively one of them took a step toward Jimmy, and Jimmy quickly regretted opening his mouth. Surely he wasn't going to tangle with those fellows. He looked about to beat a hasty retreat, and then stopped to stare. Toloo had removed the hand that rested on his derby and that big muscle man made a double flip in the air to land head down in one of the wire beach baskets. His nearest friend came at the little man and he found himself grasped about the waist. With a graceful arc the second goliath also sailed into a beach receptacle. The last of the quartet came at Tooloo together and to Jimmy's amazement, he saw them rotating about the little man like...
However, the Australians were not without resources! There he is! Open fire!!

The rockets are doing the trick! He's turning away!

He's heading back into the sea!! Thank heavens—we've defeated him!!

He's gone under! May he never return to the surface again!

Is this—the end of him? Is it??

The report says the natives called the monster 'Sserpo'!! Anyway, he finally went back in the sea! Henry, are you listening to me??!

Please, Anne, don't disturb me now! I'm trying out a new kind of radar wave! I think with this wave, I'll be able to establish contact with other worlds!

Look!! Rising from the sea!! No! No!!

But even as mankind was breathing its sigh of relief over Sserpo's departure...
SSERPO PART 2

SSERPO STILL LIVES!!
STILL GROWS!!

Towering at an unbelievable height of two thousand feet, the stupendous lizard monster lumbered onto the island of Japan!

Flee for your lives! Where? Where can we run? He is everywhere!

We are doomed!!
The monster's unimaginable weight is causing our very land to tremble!!

We must drive him back into the sea again--but how??

The Australians used rockets--but now SSerpo is too big for them! We need something far more powerful!

And fifteen minutes later, a heavy bomber was aloft, with its deadly cargo!

We'll set the atomic bomb to explode in the air, just near enough to SSerpo to frighten him!

Yes, we mustn't slay the monster! If we did, he would collapse on the island, shattering entire cities as he fell!

So once more, man pitted the power of his weapons against the mightiest creature ever to stride the earth!

Barrooomm!

And once again, man emerged victorious!

He's turning back! He is shocked... confused... he wavers... see! he stumbles back!!

Reeling groggily, the still-growing behemoth slowly trod toward the coast, as his every step covered vast acres of deserted land!

He-he heads north!! Toward the Bering sea!!

The groaning earth itself was affected by the monster's progress! Earthquakes, tidal waves, avalanches... all were caused by SSerpo! By SSerpo, whose size was so fantastic that he didn't even know we little humans existed!

The waves are a hundred feet high! It is SSerpo! Every step he takes causes the sea to swell!
By the time he reached the Bering Strait, Sserpo was so enormous that he could barely fit through it!

He's flooding the entire coast line!!

We must evacuate the base!!

Head for the mountains!! Quickly!!

We got out of there just in the nick of time!!

Every inch of the base--destroyed!!

Alarmed at the increasingly dangerous situation, military leaders from all nations on Earth met to take action!

Wherever Sserpo treads, he causes widespread devastation!

And the monster is still growing! With each passing hour he becomes more huge--more destructive!!

We've only one recourse left! We must completely destroy Sserpo!!

So once again a plane was sent aloft, armed with a nuclear weapon!

A hydrogen bomb should--there he is! Get ready!!

Bomb away!!

We did it! We scored a direct hit!

The smoke's clearing! We'll soon see what's left of the...

Oh, no! No!

Sserpo is still standing!

He is alive!! Shaken, but alive!!
Meantime, many miles away at the United Nations, an emergency World Science Meeting was called to cope with the threat of Sserpo!

Professor Wilkes has sent three wires urging you to attend the meeting. Why won’t you go?

Because I’m busy with work that’s more important! I’ve almost got these new radar waves reaching the planet Jupiter!

But how in heaven’s name can you say your work is more important? Sserpo is menacing our entire planet! The Science Organization needs all the help it can get to fight him!

Please, Anne, I haven’t time to argue! Go away and let me finish my work!
Meanwhile, at the United Nations, mankind's finest scientific brains were gathered.

Since we cannot destroy sserpo, we must find a way to make him stop growing.

Let us prepare an anti-growth hormone and shoot it into him!

Henry Burke should have been here! He is a specialist on such matters!

We implored him to attend the meeting, but he refused. The man's a blasted traitor to his own planet!

Finally, after frantic preparations, large metal pellets were filled with a special anti-growth serum, and fired at the monstrous sserpo.

It's useless! His skin's so tough, the pellets can't penetrate it.

We might as well be shooting spitballs at him!

Having failed with the anti-growth serum, the scientists next tried sleeping gas!!

That's the fourth type of sleeping gas we've tried, and still the monster stands!!

Nothing can defeat sserpo! Nothing!!

Still alive and still growing, the towering sserpo was soon large enough to reach from the arctic over half a continent into the heart of Canada!

He's—He's seen us! He's coming this way!!

No—it isn't us! We're too small for him to notice!

It's the forest!! Sserpo will devour it!!

Run! Run!!
AS THE HUMANS FLED IN PANIC, THE HUNGRY SERPENT-MONSTER OPENED HIS FANTASTICALLY HUGE JAWS... AND WITH ONE MIGHTY BITE, UPROOTED THE ENTIRE FOREST!

HE WAS HUNGRY!! TO SSERPO, AN ENTIRE FOREST IS NO MORE THAN A MOUTHFUL OF SALAD WOULD BE TO US!

HAVING ACQUIRED THIS NOURISHMENT, SSERPO'S NIGHTMARISH GROWTH NOW INCREASED AT AN EVEN FASTER RATE!!

AT THE RATE HE'S GROWING, IN FIVE MORE HOURS HE'LL BE SO HUGE WE'LL UPSET THE ENTIRE BALANCE OF EARTH!!

THE WHOLE PLANET WILL BE THROWN OFF ITS AXIS!! WE'LL ALL BE FLUNG INTO SPACE!!

OH, WHY DID THIS TRAGEDY HAVE TO HAPPEN TO US?? (SOB) WHY??!

HELLO, JUPITER!! COME IN, JUPITER!! QUICKLY!! OUR TIME IS RUNNING OUT!!

COURAGE, EARTHLYNDS! YOUR CALL HAS ALERTED US! WE SEE WHAT IS OCCURRING ON YOUR PLANET! AID IS ON THE WAY!

BUT, AT THAT VERY MOMENT...

I'VE DONE IT!! I'VE ESTABLISHED CONTACT WITH JUPITER!!

CONTACT WITH JUPITER?? AS THOUGH THAT MATTERS TO A WORLD THAT'S ---THAT'S DOOMED!!
GUIDED ELECTRONICALLY, A LARGE SCY-HOOK FROM JUPITER CROSSED THE VOID OF SPACE AT UNIMAGINABLE SPEED, UNTIL IT MADE ITS MIND-STAGGERING CATCH!

WITH SSERPO SAFELY WITHIN THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE GRAPPLER, THE FANTASTICALLY ADVANCED JUPITERIANS REVERSED THE PROCESS, REMOVING SSERPO FROM EARTH!

I KNEW IT!! I KNEW THAT ONLY JUPITER, LARGEST OF PLANETS, COULD SAVE US!! THAT WAS WHY I HAD TO CONTACT THEM!

AND LOOK! THEY HAVE HIM SAFELY IN SPACE NOW, WHERE THEY CAN SAFELY USE THEIR OWN ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE TO RESTORE HIM TO NORMAL SIZE!

SSERPO HAS VANISHED INTO THE SKY! THANK HEAVENS WE'RE SAVED!

THE NIGHTMARE IS ENDED AT LAST!!

OH, HENRY--YOU SAVED ALL OF MANKIND! DARLING, FORGIVE ME FOR CRITICIZING-- FOR COMPLAINING-- I'LL NEVER DO IT AGAIN! NEVER!!

THERE, HONEY -- THERE! I UNDERSTAND!

YOU KNOW, ANNE, THE ONE THING THAT PUZZLES ME ABOUT ALL THIS IS WHAT MADE SSERPO START GROWING IN THE FIRST PLACE?? WHERE DID HE COME FROM? WHAT WAS HE? HOW DID IT ALL HAPPEN?

I--I DON'T SUPPOSE YOU'LL EVER LEARN THE ANSWER!

EDITOR'S NOTE: NO, HENRY BURKE NEVER WILL LEARN THE ANSWER! HE'LL NEVER LEARN THAT SSERPO GREW BECAUSE A CENTURY AGO, A SCIENTIST HURLED WHAT HE THOUGHT WAS A WORTHLESS SERUM INTO THE SEA! NOR WILL HENRY BURKE EVER LEARN THAT SAME SCIENTIST WAS THOMAS BURKE... HENRY'S OWN GREAT GRANDFATHER!

The END
Their names were Ben and Spade. Their eyes were cold and their hearts were cruel. They were waiting--waiting--

Is he comin', Spade? Yeah! I see him now, Ben! Get ready!

That's him! Yeah! Hello, boys! Why aren't you at the big game today? We don't have enough money to go, Mr. White!

Well, every lad should be at the ball game on such a lovely day! Here, this will be enough for the tickets, and some hot dogs besides!

Gosh! Thanks, Mr. White!

Gee! You're the greatest!

His name was Mr. White, and he was a kindly, gentle soul. For him, life was good, and people were friends, to be helped and loved!

There he goes! Into the park--same as always!

Hello, little friends! You didn't think I'd forget your crumbs, did you?

There we are... enough for all of you!
IS THE COAST CLEAR, BEN?

YEAH! NOBODY'S IN SIGHT! LET'S GO!

WHAT'S WRONG? WHERE ARE YOU ALL FLYING OFF TO?

WHAT WAS FRIGHTENED YOU AWAY?

IT WAS US, MISTER!

JUST HAND OVER YOUR WALLET QUIET-LIKE, AND NOBODY'LL GET HURT!

MY WALLET? NO! YOU CAN'T TAKE MY MONEY! NO!

OKAY, IF THAT'S THE WAY YOU WANT IT...

YOU AND YOUR IDEAS, SPADE! YOU SAID WE WOULDN'T HAVE ANY TROUBLE WITH HIM!

HOW WAS I TO KNOW A MEEK LITTLE GUY LIKE HIM WOULD TRY TO PUT UP A FIGHT?

YOU DARE STRIKE MY FRIEND??

HUH??
NO!!
ARIO!
IT--IT'S IMPOSSIBLE!
WE--WE CAN'T FIGHT HIM!
WE GOTTA!!
IT'S STILL TWO OF US AGAINST HIM!

ODDS WILL NOT HELP YOU NOW!

OW!!
HELP!!
HIT 'IM, SPADE! STOP 'IM... OWW!

OFFICER! THERE'S A BIG FIGHT GOING ON OVER THERE!

WELL, LOOKS LIKE I'M A LITTLE TOO LATE!

IT--IT'S ALL OVER!
What is this, a gag? How'd you beat up these two hoods, Mr. White?

Me? Oh, it wasn't me!

It was—the fourth man!

What fourth man? There's only you three here! And nobody coulda run past without my seein' him.

Oh, there was a fourth man, all right! Wasn't there, my pets?

Well, the heck with that! I'll call the wagon! I've been lookin' for these two for weeks!

That's all for today, my friends! I'll see you again tomorrow!

What's that, you say? This is a strange way to end a story? You want to know who the fourth man was? Well, after all, the birds weren't Mr. White's only friends...

...Everybody loves someone who is kind-hearted and unselfish! And, by the way, did you ever before see a statue like this? ...one with skinned knuckles!

The End.
...Continued

the spokes of a wheel in a fast horizontal whirl. Then they too sailed off in opposite directions, each to land in another waste receptacle.

"Now I know I'm dreaming," Jimmy muttered aloud. But on either side of him spectators were applauding. One man said, "Those muscle boys have been hogging the beach bullying people. That little guy should get a medal." And no one laughed at his grotesque costume. When you command respect for strength you don't rate ridicule. And if there was one man on that beach on that hot afternoon who commanded respect, it was the little man with the broad shoulders, with the old bathing suit and derby, the powerful man with the empty muscles.

As he returned to the boardwalk he broke into a trot, and with hardly a break in his stride leaped the great height from the beach right over the railing, to land right beside Jimmy. Jimmy stared in admiration at his new friend. "Gee," was all he could say until the little man nudged him in the ribs, winked and suggested they take a stroll. Jimmy went with him.

"Tooloo," Jimmy said, "one second." They stopped and Jimmy treated them both to a double heaped high scoop of custard in cones.

"Make mine chocolate," the little man said. And when they went on, he grinned appreciatively, "Very good."

"You've got a secret," Jimmy said. "I'd sure like to know it. Your muscles are no tougher than custard, and yet you manhandled those bullies."

"That I did," the little fellow said, enjoying his treat. "It's in the mind and in the heart. You can do the same."

"No," Jimmy shook his head. "The first thing you don't want to do is say 'No,'" the little man advised, and he nudged Jimmy with his elbow. "I'm befuddled," Jimmy said. "I don't understand. What I saw is something I never hoped to see. It was wonderful."

"Sure," the little man said. "Very wonderful. As wonderful as the things that can happen in the mind. Do you know who I am?"

"Sure, Tooloo," Jimmy grinned. "You're some character who came along on a magic carpet. That's who you are."

"If you look at me carefully," the little fellow said, finishing the custard and licking his fingers, "you'll see that I am you."

"Me?" Jimmy asked. Well, he had seen strange things, might as well hear some too.

"You," Tooloo said. "What happened down on the beach was you, wishing that would happen. Anything you wish hard enough you can make happen. I am your heart and your mind. I am you." When Jimmy started a skeptical laugh the little fellow nudged him in the ribs again. "Don't laugh at what I tell you," he said. "I am you... and what you wish you can make come to pass. You want to be strong, you want to be as strong as those characters down on that beach. You can be stronger, a better acrobat. And when you go back to work tomorrow, don't think of yourself as just a puny stock clerk holding and handling one box at a time. You get to work with those barbells and weights and diets and exercise and fresh air."

They came to this little park near the beach and sat under a tree. Jimmy lay back, put his hands behind his head and closed his eyes. Beside him he heard his new friend talking, and his voice was so much like a hum Jimmy found it difficult to listen and understand. It faded away.

When Jimmy felt cool, almost chilled, he opened his eyes and sat up. He was alone and he smiled, thinking, "Wasn't that a cute dream I had. That fellow with the old bathing suit, and tossing those four giants around on the beach. Muscles like a balloon. Boy..." he shook his head. He stood up. "Too much sun," he explained to himself his odd dream. He started off to get back to his room, take a shower, and start getting ready to leave the beach and this vacation that had ended too soon.

Back in his room he undressed for his shower, and went to the mirror to study his possibilities as a muscle man. He flexed his arm, and was testing its toughness when he saw the red welt on his ribs. He stared, and then exclaimed, "Hey... I didn't get those elbow nudges in any dream!"

THE END  J-849
Dr. Droom Defies the Menace Called...

KROGG!

On a quiet corner in a small midwestern town there stands a new, private house... as yet unsold.

Night follows day peacefully, uneventfully, in the quiet town...

...Until the one fateful morning when a startling discovery is made!

The new house is gone!!

But it's impossible! How could an entire house vanish overnight??

EML ST.
How indeed can a house vanish? That is the question on everyone's lips. There's not even a remnant of the house! No piece of wood! No bit of stone! Nothing!

It's fantastic! Utterly fantastic!

And then, a week later, in a different part of town, another new, unsold house vanishes completely!

It just disappeared during the night--without a trace!

We haven't the slightest clue to go on!

We'd better seek help! We'll send for the one man who specializes in cases too baffling for others to solve...Dr. Droom!

And so I was summoned to the town of Greenbriar. But even before I arrived, a third house had disappeared! And no one in the neighborhood heard a sound! We figure the houses must've been moved by some new, silent kind of powerful derricks!

From tonight on we're going to set squads up in the streets, to watch for the derricks!

Hmm...

We just received this letter at headquarters! It's a ransom note!

Crap!!

If you want the missing houses returned and want no more to disappear, you will have to pay me one million dollars!

What?!!

Lemme see...

...one million dollars!!

That's preposterous! It must be the work of a madman! And yet, if we do not pay--

Our only chance is to catch the building thief! But how?!

Hey, Dr. Droom is leaving!

That's okay! Let him go! From what I've heard, he works best alone!

Works? He hasn't done a thing, yet!

Don't worry! If the case can be solved, Droom will solve it!
I looked through the local phone book until I found the address of every scientific laboratory in the area! Then, one by one, I investigated them...

How long has this laboratory been here?

We've been developing textile synthetics.

We've spent the last two years experimenting with carbon compounds!

During the past four years we've done medical research -- specializing in viruses!

Finally, I had to admit defeat!

I've examined every laboratory in this area but none of them have what I'm looking for!

I don't understand what a science lab could possibly have to do with the missing houses!

I don't see any connection either, but as long as you're investigating labs, there's a little old scientist who moved into my building about a month ago! His rooms filled with gadgets and he never leaves the place!

That's it!! What's the address??

218 Elm Street! Last room on the second floor!

Hey -- where are you going??

To catch a building snatcher!!

I still don't understand!!

Ten minutes later...

Who is there?? What do you want??

Knock! Knock!

My name is Droom! It is important that I speak with you!

I'm busy working! I've no time to talk to anyone! Go away!

Must get him to open the door. But how? Wait -- I have an idea!
Using one of the ancient arts I had learned in the Orient, I projected my voice inside the room...

Well, Mr. Smith, so you thought you could avoid this meeting!

Who’s speaking?? Where are you??

I’m right here! Can’t you see me?!

No--no--I must escape!!

Panicked, the old scientist threw open the door!

I must flee--wha--??

Thank you for opening the door!

I forced the startled man back into the room and followed him!

So, there they are--the missing houses!! Reduced in size and transferred to another dimension!

How--how did you know you’d find them here??!

From the way they vanished--so quickly, without leaving a trace! I knew they could never have been moved by any physical means!! I knew there had to be another way! A scientific way!

So!! You are a clever man, Doctor Droom! Yes, I used a matter-transmitting machine!! I focused it on the buildings, I bombarded them with energy rays and sent them into another dimension...where I intended to keep them until I collected their ransom!

But you spoiled my scheme and for that you shall pay...with your life!!

I think not!
An instant before the shot was fired, I tensed every muscle in my body and threw myself into a deep trance! The same trance that enables a yogi to lie on a bed of nails... or withstand the force of bullets!

Then, as I stepped forward...

Ah! As I thought! Your face is but a false mask!

For you are not of this planet!

Correct, Dr. Droom! My name is Kroog... and I come from a far distant star...

I would have used the million dollars to bribe ruthless earthmen to work for me... to help me plunder your planet!

But we shall meet again! And next time, Dr. Droom, I shall destroy you! So beware... beware...

With those words, he was gone! Gone to where I could not pursue him... yet! But he knew that I remained on earth, waiting for his return... waiting to pit my power against his! Minutes later, I reversed my machine, and all was normal again!

Ask me not for explanations! The homes are returned, the threat is ended! So be it!